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This history of Rock and Roll comes from Rolling Stone, one of the biggest and longest-lasting
names in Rock reporting and coverage. It is truly a mixed bag, ranging anywhere from great
historical content to outright howlers.First, the book does an excellent job of covering the entirety of
rock history and drawing out its influences and evolutions. It does a wonderful job of covering the
different local scenes and how they were integrated in with the whole of rock music. Whole chapters
are generally rewarded to the most influential bands, and not just those that sold more
album.However, the book suffers a number of strong drawbacks. First, as many pointed out, the
book is clearly slanted toward the Rolling Stone perspective. Artists such as Billy Joel, who have not
had good relations with the magazine, have been omitted. Several others, such as Bob Seger, were
also given no treatment. There is also a bit of redundent content, such as giving the Beatles two
whole chapters and then devoting a third (British Invasion) to a primarily Beatles-related topic. Also,
there are separate chapters on Motown and Stevie Wonder.Secondly, the book is often skewed
toward the "pop" scene when it comments on more current acts. Rolling Stone has been getting
even worse about this in its magazine. One particular example that stands out is in the heavy metal
section. My edition was published in 1991 and the writer heaps load and loads of praise upon such

hair-metal acts as Motley Crue, Poison, Ratt and Warrant. Other, more talented but less popular
metal acts, such as Metallica, are put down and summarily dismissed. However, we all know that if
this were to have been written 5 years later, Rolling Stone would be worshipping Metallica and
praising them for destroying such hair-bands. RS makes the mistake of "going with the flow" one too
many times.Overall - nice book, but with some obvious problems.

Rolling Stone has been around reporting on rock music for nearly 35 years. That longevity only
earns them stripes, but not exactly the monker of expert.RS editors - in all fairness like most
journalists - have an agenda, and accuracy and fairness in rock isn't exactly one of them. One writer
(below) asked why Billy Joel was snubbed. Simple; RS and Joel have publically feuded for years so
as far as RS is concerned, one of rock's greatest acts (and an inductee to the Rock Hall of Fame)
doesn't exist. In the rock world according to Jann Wenner, there is no greater act in rock history
than the Rolling Stones. They're certainly a bellweather act in rock history, but not "the
greatest"...but that's how RS sees it, and apparently so should history.So take what they say with a
grain of salt, enjoy it for what it is (their fave-raves, as valid as the Listmania right here on ) - cuz
after all, it's only rock and roll.

The good: For the bands and topics that were covered, I found interesting, enlightening and
entertaining (and most of the time even factual)The bad: My first disappointment was when I
realized how old this book is. Yes, there were some updated versions, but basically coverage stops
in the 80'sSecondly, I was disappointed with the pictures. While I didn't expect full page color glossy
pictures, But I definitely didn't expect very poor quality black and white pictures throughout the entire
book (and they have the nerve to put "Illustrated" in the title). And finally, as was already mentioned
by other reviewers, this is NOT an objective "text book" history of Rock and Roll.It's written by music
critics....Rolling Stone music critics no less.I stopped reading Rolling Stone magazine when I read a
review on my all time favorite concert video "Pink Floyd: Delicate Sound of Thunder" (which still isn't
out on DVD btw). This concert video (besides the fantastic concert itself) is one of the finest
produced/edited music productions I've ever seen. It was shot in a way (over two nights) where you
never see another camera in the shot, and everything is totally seamless, one shot flowing into the
next, and every shot exactly where you want it to be within the production. I am a professional within
the video production industry so I kind of know what I'm talking about. Anyway, so what does Rolling
Stone have to say about this near-perfect Concert Video??? The idiot close-minded reviewer stated
that "you'd be more entertained by simply putting on an old Pink Floyd album and staring at a lava

lamp"! I have never in my life read a review so far off the mark, and I'm not even a huge Pink Floyd
fan either, I just recognize great quality and talent when I see it.Anyway, got a little off topic here,
but the bottom line is anything done by Rolling Stone magazine needs to be taken with a grain of
salt and have a warning label on the cover saying "Let the Buyer Beware!"
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